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Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui
Welfare Council:
How Governance Helps a Social Services
Provider Fulfil the Christian Spirit
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s the term “corporate governance” suggests, corporations
or companies are expected to
uphold a system of policies,
procedures and practices that checks and
balances the interests of their myriad
stakeholders. It follows that a non-incorporated organisation is not expected to
observe the same standard of self-imposed vigilance.
So why should a church-based charity
that has been tending to the welfare of
various social segments for decades go
through the trouble of getting incorporated? Ask the Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui
Welfare Council Limited (Welfare Council) and you will get a straightforward,
simple answer: To improve governance.
Dr Jane Lee Ching-yee, Director of the
Welfare Council, explained that the organisation had grown to such a scale that
incorporation was deemed a means to
“enhance corporate governance, including
raising the degree of transparency,
independence and accountability.” Set up
by the Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui
(HKSKH) or Anglican Church, the
Welfare Council has been providing social
services since 1966 to a broad spectrum of
the local community, including infants,
children, teenagers, families and those
undergoing rehabilitation. With HK$1
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billion allotted for operations in the
financial year 2016-2017, the Welfare
Council is now one of the largest nongovernment organisations (NGOs) in
Hong Kong.
In 2013, the Welfare Council was incorporated as a limited company with a charity
status by guarantee. Subsequently, its
board set up an executive committee and
various sub-committees – including an
audit sub-committee and a complaints
sub-committee – as a big step towards
strengthening governance. “We wanted to
set up a system of checks and balances
whereby we can ensure the smooth operation of the organisation through mutual
trust and accountability,” Dr Lee said.
In 2015 or barely two years later, the
Welfare Council’s board decided to lay
bare its governance system for third-party
review. It entered The Hong Kong
Institute of Directors’ “Directors of the
Year Award.” While HKSKH itself is
established and well-known to Hong
Kong, the board explained that its members also wanted to “demonstrate that the
Welfare Council’s efforts at corporate
governance have earned public support
and recognition.” What better way to rate
one’s governance standing was there than
to enter an award-giving activity? To every
board member’s delight, the Welfare

Council’s board received last year’s award
in the category of “Statutory/Non-profit
Distributing Organisations.”
The Panel of Judges had described the
Welfare Council’s board as a “cohesive
and collaborative unit with strong determination to carry out reforms that put
strong emphasis on reputation and risk
control.” The board was said to have led
the Welfare Council to “achieve significant improvements across many aspects
of its governance.”
Give Weight to Diversity in
Representation
As an organisation incorporated limited by
guarantee, the Welfare Council appreciates
the importance of diversity in representation. The six board members appointed by
the HKSKH Archbishop come from
different walks of life, namely, medicine,
social work, accountancy, the legal field,
architecture and the clergy. Furthermore,
as the next level of the governance
structure, the six-member executive
committee also comprises professionals
from various fields, who are responsible
for heading various sub-committees. Thus
a solid three-tier system is in place to
promote accountability and collaboration.
In this case, diversity of representation also
serves a practical purpose. The Welfare

Council’s scope of services is wide and
comprehensive. It provides care to virtually
all age groups in more ways than one.
Specialists serving on sub-committees do
come in handy to help render the many
services or carry out the key functions of
the organisation.
Keep Line Open with Stakeholders
“Communication is the cornerstone to
good corporate governance,” said Dr Lee.
Hence the organisation listens closely to
its various stakeholder groups and reaches
out to them proactively as follows:
• The government – Board members
maintain a close dialogue with relevant
government departments so as to keep
abreast of social welfare developments
and changing needs of the community.
• Service recipients – To understand
first-hand the needs and concerns of
the people the Welfare Council caters
for, board members pay visits regularly
to the different service units, during
which they look into the daily operations, discuss issues with staff and
even talk to the service recipients.
• The staff – The Welfare Council also

promotes a corporate culture of trust
and support with staff by establishing a
system of direct communication –
literally.
Perhaps nothing can be more direct than a
face-to-face event to interact. At the annual
“All Staff Meeting,” a sort of town hall
meeting, nearly 3,000 staff members at all
levels get to voice their comments to senior
management about the Welfare Council’s
policy, services, employee benefits and
operational issues. Taking such staff
comments, the board is able to adjust
policies and practices from time to time.
For instance, it was after listening to staff
that the board implemented paternity leave
and launched the retiree re-employment
programme, to name just a few.
In addition to the annual meeting, the
Welfare Council conducts a staff satisfaction survey every year to gauge where the
organisation may have fallen short of staff
expectations. In the latest such survey
conducted earlier in 2016, a majority of
76.5 per cent of staff expressed satisfaction
with the Welfare Council.

Watch out for Risks
The board is fully aware that just like any
organisation, even an NGO such as the
Welfare Council has to cope with risks
ranging from financial to operational,
personnel-related, legal and reputational.
As part of its governance structure, the
Welfare Council has in place a risk management system to handle various matters,
namely, complaints, financial projections,
reserve monitoring and internal auditing.
In addition, the organisation adopts a
crisis management plan that prescribes
procedures to facilitate effective communication internally and externally when a
major incident occurs. A call tree, for
instance, ensures that at all levels – from
the general staff to senior management
and the board – someone is designated to
take responsibility for prompt and proper
response and action.
Plan to Meet Changing Needs
For more than two centuries since its first
lay missionary Dr Robert Morrison set
foot on Chinese soil, the Anglican Church
has been reaching out to the masses by

HKIoD’s Deputy Chairman Ir Edmund K H Leung (middle) presents the Award trophy to Dr Donald Li Kwok-tung, HKSKH Welfare Council’s Chairman.
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The All Staff Meeting 2016 was a platform for the annual exchange of ideas and experiences between management staff and other employees.
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ministering to their daily as well as
spiritual needs. Now that the Welfare
Council is an established and sizeable
concern, a more systematic approach has
been adopted to render social services.
A “Five-year Development Plan” is the
direction that guides the Welfare Council to
deploy resources toward closing services
gaps. A forward-looking document, it
enables the board and senior management
to examine social developments either to
respond to or prepare for the changing
needs of society. Noting the widening
wealth gap in Hong Kong, the “Walk with
Love” family-support programme in the
current five-year plan (launched in 2013)
raised funds for the “N have-not” families
in Kowloon City and helped household
heads with personal development. In 2014,
the “Love to Learn” Enhancement Centre
was opened in response to the rising
demand for special education needs. At the
centre, multi-disciplinary professionals
help develop children with learning disabilities such as autism, dyslexia and attention
deficiency and teach their parents relevant
grooming and parenting skills.

Upheld by Common Belief
Management concepts and professional
methodology aside, the Welfare Council’s
board members all share a common belief,
which happens to be the Christian faith.
“As a faith-based social services organisation, the Welfare Council’s duty is to
realise Sheng Kung Hui’s mission to fulfil
the Christian belief to ‘act justly’ and to
‘love mercy’ while serving those in need,”
said Dr Lee. “This way, we stand to gain
the trust and respect of society.”
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࣊๒ՂթȂऎЦኃϘৎྻిۍ०ڭЏއச
ߤྻԧ༥ኸවϩՐߞྎຠᄥᢜȂϵᕕႍԳ་
֖ȶгҦмȷȉබթயᛟిশสၐгྻᇊ
ྻ׀գনгҦȞѽϭᚎᇍȶᇊྻ׀ȷȟ
ȂְྻఀۖϘৎᚎඏփߡᅟϞညߞຍ੯Ȃබ

࣏ऎϞ෩пᇒੜକȄ
ᇊྻ׀ᗁ྅قڰӒኇൾЀࢽҍȂ၃ჅЙ
ᙝਣࢢȂᑟᅹߞഢጀЏᜀЂۖቮঋ་֖
гҦмȂᚣթȶ෩пᇒੜକȂҒࣁ෩
࢘ށȃᑾӲݑ۶யയݑȄȷᇊྻ׀Ӥ
শสၐгྻӲȂĲĺķķՐϘߡऎӎ
สܧӔ෩ڻԺЮмߞߤྻއசȂއசᅆ
ҒࣁӁۊȃۊຆȃࠦьՐȃਛਲф௵Ϡ
ЀຈȄᇊ࣏ྻ׀শส൵ۍഢጀߞࠧ
ࣆܹᑟᅹНϘȂݺێĳıĲķĮĳıĲĸࣆՐ࢘ߞ
၃ॗऎĲıኆสЮȄ
ĳıĲĴՐȂᇊྻ׀ໜҊऎϘৎգনയԇ
ߞྎຠޱϠೡᚐȄᔌࢢێၭྻڰӲϞே
֖৶ྻфዴৎЈೡ৶ྻȂҒࣁЈ
ೡ৶ྻфظЈೡ৶ྻȂऎҐᇒ
ᘙҍϞϘЂَȄȶاেౕؓҐգᝯظ
фசᎳߞᇒನф෭Тहۘᓊȃм
யയӹ࢞۶ТࠫߞᇟૠȄȷقൾЀሲȄ
ĳıĲĶՐȂیՐࢢȂᇊྻ׀ၭڰ
ྻٙܠணҐӤশสၭڰᐯྻᗝᓱߞȶ൰ҍ
ၭڰጨȷȂᚣթᢰϬўᕭێᇒۘ࢘
Ȅᑂᇊྻ׀ၭࠑྻڰӯȂᐐᇒၐгྻԴ
ӎส࣊ۍഢጀϫਛཇїᑍȂ֭ၭྻڰ৶
Ъྐȶᝋށᇊྻ׀ᅆᑟᅹᇒߞׅϧҞ
ఀۖߤྻߞሮԢȄȷঋໞ֤ϘৎᑟᅹԴᇒ

୵ϞԑᢜԢЍжྻڳҳȂُՐᇊྻ׀Ӻ
ྻ་֖৶ЍྍڍᎠࣤȂѽໞ֤ᑟᅹԴ৹ڱ
ўবӏକႿۖ৶ЍߞงౕȂփੲᑂĳıĲķՐ
ࠐ ་ ֖ߞ൵ྲ৶ЍྍڍᎠࣤȂЂൊж৶Ѝ
ȞĸķįĶĦȟᅆᇊࠑྻ׀ӯᆕྍȄ
ݧཎॳᓎ
ၭ҇ྻڰԊށӨȂܹࣆ࣏ࠧڹᑟᅹȂϵ
۶ێҁᑟᅹϘዹȂঋবᅆசѽႻ֯ȃ
Ϡڰȃࢠޱфᗏ᠖ўবߞলᔍȄ֯ऎᇒ
ࣛᅹߞϘൊжȂᇊྻ׀നӲϞϘਇলᔍ
ᇒನڀڽನЙԢߞܢڰȂظȃ
சჰเȃᔼ൯ᆾเ۶аൊ੮Ȅ
թҳȂᇊྻ׀ЏԴێԟᑟᇒನᄑК
ۘܠϞؔȂፁ࠲ԴদЂࣇڰӠȂ
ᅆа۶ᅆҳକգੜԳ഼ȄڼՂሦ
ϞನদЂిڰؔȂѽፁ࠲ᑟᅹԧ༥
ኸȂంኸ৶Ѝȃᇒನኸۖၭڰ؊Ȃ
գࢽߞܠϠ৶യڝിԳ֯ҍᏋညߞ
ᕕ۶֖ஜȄ
HKSKH celebrates its 50th anniversary in 2016 with a cocktail reception held last December.
ၐгྻᇊྻ׀ԴҝՐĲĳѡᗝ֖ራዉ୧ྻȂዉૡᑟᅹԴĳıĲķՐӲĶı۹ՐȄ

ўবߞѪӀȂ൵ՀߞўޱംჅݺணҐໞ
ᓴȄԯթȂၭݙྻڰգ৶ᅆᇊྻ׀ၭ
ྻڰକԴҝՐߞȶܠޱİࠧж୨׀ጛೡᚐȷ
־КᖔጨȂۖྏϩжᄁህȄ
ໞᄥ؛ਟȂᇊߞྻ׀ၭ࣏ྻڰϘৎȶۍ
ᐖᇸϧ۶၏ຉ၏ϧߞᄥ༤Ȃ৶७ϧయஜᢏ
ভѽᇯ᠕ډՀᗏ᠖ф؆ຠলᔍᇒನۘ࢘Ȅȷ
ໞᄥϫሮऎȂԴၭߞྻڰታᐱϭȂᇊ׀
ྻȶԴᇒߞԺўবڍᢖߞ་َȄȷ
१ຜီޟོٱኄݿфߒܒ
֯ऎϘৎޱᄥȂᇊށྻ׀Өၭྻڰգዃ
҃ࠑ࣏࢝ݑদঋߞȄԯթȂӤশสၐг
ྻЂѹిԇߞбԩၭྻڰ৶Ȃൌ࣏ڽ
ߤྻЙԢ༥ኸȞж־ऎᛁᖚȃߤЍȃྻ
ȃࢠޱȃ࢙ᒝфߎਰȟȄே֖৶ྻ࣏
ᇒࣛᅹߞϟኸȂ৶୵Ғࣁϯগၭڰ
ҳȂӺҒࣁбԩӎڽڗЙԢधߞ־
ϠЀȂփഺбԩ৶ྻയЙԢЈೡ৶
ྻЍ֯ȄՂթᅹϞϘৎிᅁߞϬኸೡᚐ
ࣛᅹȂѽмயയӹ࢞۶Ԫ֯ߞᇟૠȄ
ᅆᇊྻ׀փڏȂၭྻڰգዃ҃ࠑݑᘘգ
Ϙৎᅁቫ֯ӡȄᇊއߞྻ׀சፑඛዃփ
ԑবȂჅԺᇌўՑȂවѼҞऎݙգՐߞ
ϠЀ෩އڻசȄԯթȂգڽЙԢधߞ־
ਛҐϢЈೡ৶ྻȂທᅆգׄᇊྻ׀෩ڻ

ԧᇌއசݕே֖ᑟᅹߞѹঋґକȄ
ᄇࡻϷޱኄِၯ
قൾЀሲȈȶ഼࣏ډՀᑟᅹᇒߞӮ
ȄȷԯթȂᇊྻ׀Й֭ྻѕ೮ᡘЙԢ
ࢺж߰ᄥᢜߞᗏরȂӺྻჅϭԕ؛ՑȂ
ѹஜతៈҁেȈ
• ࣆܹșșၭྻڰ৶ሃहᝯࣆܹൊࠝ࠲
ࢺᇦߞ഼۶ᗑᜭȂѽ෪ߤᇊधஜ
ᅗ۶ࣽᅅߤྻЙᙝᚼᢏߞቮঋȄ
• އசᅆșșऎᓐڗϞႋᇊއྻ׀ச
ᅆߞቮঋ۶ᝯަȂၭྻڰ৶ྻܠง
ۖണԧৎއசඏ֜ȂϞႋއசඏ֜ߞџ
௱Ⴛ֯Ȃሃ৶Ѝயᛟфሃއசᅆ
഼Ȅ
• ৶Ѝșșᇊྻ׀Ӻ७ϧ࢙ӲϘৎૌӒ
ߡతߞ഼ᑟۘȂᚣթయஜሃ৶ЍТह
ࠫԇ۶њࢺߞᑟᅹћмȄ
ঋዴ഼ߞўՑȂϵധٟգѧবᅆবߞࣿ
ஜـऎߡతȄԴُՐᗝ֖ϘըߞԑᢜԢЍ
жྻڳϯȂࠕĴĭıııԩԧૺ৶ЍҞබᇊ׀
ྻߞࣆຉȃއசȃ৶Ѝᇊ׀фᑟᅹႻ֯ߞ
யᛟȂԨᇒನኸߡతࠑႿྍڍȄԴૼכᚚ
৶ߞྍࢢڍȂၭྻڰକЙᎠᑋࣆຉ
۶இޱȂڼՂԴ೮ᡘᚚ৶ྍࢢڍȂၭྻڰ
ኧҐϞڷಯфᔹмϞᄌ৶ଡ଼ԃࢢদၑࣆ
ຉຈȄ

Ӱਢۣڙ
یݺৎԺѵ॔ࡈँቋ֜ࠧૠᚚཇిЀ
ᚃቊൾЀᎼږКࢢȂၐгྻಎϢۖ
၏ಿНКȂѽႋాҁেߞџ௱۶ᇟૠቮঋ
ȄۖԴȂᔌ㣣ᇊྻ׀ЏਣऎϘਛߢ
ԩߞЂᑟᅹࢢȂళۤϞϘৎـऎգڀ
ߞўڽޱ෩އྻߤڻசȄ
ȶУՐਣᄑȷऎᇊྻ׀෩ڻ༟ݤႤ
࿚ѽཱႃއசߩቩߞўԨȄ֯ऎϘԊࡈۍ
 ߞݑћԆȂҹፁ࠲ၭྻڰ۶ᇒನኸྻ
ߤྻߞਣȂѽᕕߤྻЙᙝᚼᢏߞቮ
ঋݕऎթ֯Հ൯Ȅգڍশสളනយઅய
ᛟџᘌទদȂԴЫৎУՐᄑКయ֖ߞȶ
ྑຆ֖ȷᄑȞĳıĲĴՐయҍȟȂჅឯ
ภўՑњ෯ϝᔷࡱߞȶŏ๑ȷਛਲȂԢ
ᕒׄਛਲїѹඵِৎϠਣȄփᔌ㣣ߤྻ
ᅆપઅిߞڈቮঋџᆙઇзȂᇊྻ׀Դ
ĳıĲĵՐӲϞȶྑȆᐯ೫ȷࠜКѕȂӤ
Ⴍᄥ༤ऎఈգᏦᡝቪᜣાȃൕાݕ
ަྍϧЙږჅஜાߞۊຆ෩ڻਣއசȂ
ԢӺྻԨਛࠜిఱहᝯߞைڈфᇒిߢ
ᝊȄ
ࡻԈӓӣ߬܈
୵Ϟᇒನ࿄݇۶ўޱҳȂᇊྻ׀ၭڰ
ྻߞ৶գϘৎԒԢߞࠫ݇Ȃබ࣏ࠫԈ
ရȄȶ֯ऎϘৎྻిۍ०ߞߤއᑟᅹȂᇊ
ݚྻ׀ᑉϞిྻߞ՛ȂᅁᎹిྻȺ֖г
၍ȂՀዔዕȻߞۻڹȂऎߤ၏෩ڻᏋзއச
ȄȷقൾЀሲȂȶᐴ㣣ഺᇌўՑȂاেఀۖ
ϞߤྻߞࠫԇфපদȄȷ
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